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Highlights

Overland flow routing can be improved with high-density airborne LiDAR data.
Kriging and inverse-distance weighting outperformed triangulated irregular networks in
DEM interpolation.
A hybrid breaching-filling workflow performed well for DEM conditioning in the Finnish
landscape.
Enhanced stream extraction and soil wetness mapping contribute to multi-purpose precision
forestry.

Abstract

The pulse density of airborne Light Detection and Ranging (LiDAR) is increasing due to technical
developments. The trade-offs between pulse density, inventory costs, and forest attribute measurement accuracy are extensively studied, but the possibilities of high-density airborne LiDAR
in stream extraction and soil wetness mapping are unknown. This study aimed to refine the best
practices for generating a hydrologically conditioned digital elevation model (DEM) from an
airborne LiDAR -derived 3D point cloud. Depressionless DEMs were processed using a stepwise
breaching-filling method, and the performance of overland flow routing was studied in relation to
a pulse density, an interpolation method, and a raster cell size. The study area was situated on a
densely ditched forestry site in Parkano municipality, for which LiDAR data with a pulse density
of 5 m–2 were available. Stream networks and a topographic wetness index (TWI) were derived
from altogether 12 DEM versions. The topological database of Finland was used as a ground
reference in comparison, in addition to 40 selected main flow routes within the catchment. The
results show improved performance of overland flow modeling due to increased data density. In
addition, commonly used triangulated irregular networks were clearly outperformed by universal
kriging and inverse-distance weighting in DEM interpolation. However, the TWI proved to be
more sensitive to pulse density than an interpolation method. Improved overland flow routing
contributes to enhanced forest resource planning at detailed spatial scales.
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1 Introduction
1.1 Motivation
Airborne Light Detection and Ranging (LiDAR) is an established data acquisition method for
mapping soil and vegetation properties. LiDAR inventory generates a 3D point cloud of the environment, which may be used, for example, to interpolate a digital elevation model (DEM; Kraus
and Pfeifer 1998; Sharma et al. 2020), to predict natural hazards (Jaboyedoff et al. 2012; Muhadi
et al. 2020), and to estimate various forest attributes (Maltamo et al. 2014). Airborne LiDAR outperforms photogrammetry in elevation modeling thanks to the capacity of LiDAR beams to pass
through forest canopy and reflect from ground level to a sensor (Kanostrevac et al. 2019).
The National Land Survey of Finland (NLS) has organized a nationwide acquisition of airborne LiDAR data for the purposes of land surveying and forest inventory using a pulse density
of approximately 0.5 m–2. The pulse density was increased to 5 m–2 since summer 2020 (NLS
2021a), which enables increased accuracy in forest attribute estimates (Jakubowski et al. 2013).
This provides a globally interesting setup for experiments due to a high initial point density and
a wide dataset.
The links between LiDAR pulse density and measurement accuracy of terrain and forest
properties have most often been assessed with respect to the success of deriving forest attributes,
such as tree height (Maguya 2015). However, the advantage of increased pulse density should
also be studied with respect to the performance of overland flow routing and wetness indices,
which have major roles in hydrological processes and planning of peatland forestry (Launiainen
et al. 2019). In addition, flow accumulation at catchment level can be utilized in different applications such as mapping wet soils (Lidberg et al. 2020), low terrain trafficability (Niemi et al. 2017;
Salmivaara et al. 2020), erosion vulnerability (Frizzle et al. 2021), and augmenting forest growth
models (Mohamedou et al. 2017).

1.2 Research needs, earlier knowledge, and objectives
GIS-based computation of continuous surface runoff and brook/ditch water flow demands a depressionless digital landscape. However, flow routing is particularly difficult close to anthropogenically
modified terrain features such as roads and ditches because they manipulate natural flow paths and
may create artificial sinks to DEM (Duke et al. 2006). Therefore, it is justified to test the success
of DEM interpolation and subsequent computational flow accumulation in a relatively flat drained
peatland area for discovering the entire potential of increasing airborne LiDAR data density.
An elevation model is the primary data source in flow routing algorithms (Wilson et al.
2008). The process of generating DEM from 3D point cloud requires two steps: firstly, ground
points are classified from all LiDAR returns, and secondly, the DEM raster is interpolated from
ground observations. The slope-based ground points filtering (Vosselman 2000) has been a main
technique in point classification. Several interpolation methods, such as triangulated irregular network (TIN), inverse-distance weighting (IDW), natural neighbor, spline, minimum curvature, and
universal kriging, have been applied and compared for generating elevation models. According to
several earlier studies, kriging is the most accurate option for DEM interpolation (Heritage et al.
2009; Guo et al. 2010; Arun 2013).
Despite the filtering and interpolation choices, DEM rasters unavoidably contain local
depressions without any downward direction (Jenson and Domingue 1988). Depressions are
problematic in computational overland flow routing, as they affect discontinuity in flow network
by accumulating water (Lindsay and Creed 2005). Depressionless DEM may be achieved either
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by filling depressions (O’Callaghan and Mark 1984; Wang and Liu 2006) or by breaching flow
paths through barriers (Martz and Garbrecht 1998; Martz and Garbrecht 1999). The whole process of manipulating a depressionless elevation model is called DEM conditioning (Woodrow
et al. 2016).
Previous studies of DEM conditioning have concluded that breaching should be the primary
option, as it simulates culverts under bridges (Lindsay and Dhun 2015), and the real stream network
was modelled significantly better in the Swedish landscape when using breaching instead of filling
(Lidberg et al. 2017). If stream and ditch locations are known, the digitized stream network can be
burned to the DEM raster before applying more robust filling or breaching algorithms (Lidberg et
al. 2017). However, burning causes the risk of parallel stream segments if stream vector location
differs from reality (Callow et al. 2007).
The development of overland flow routing methods has proceeded from a single-flowdirection algorithm (O’Callaghan and Mark 1984) towards a multiple-flow-direction (MFD)
algorithm (Quinn et al. 1991; Holmgren 1994; Seibert and McGlynn 2007). The MFD method
allows flow distribution to every possible downhill direction and gives more realistic information
of soil wetness at landscape level (Pei et al. 2010). A flow accumulation grid can be utilized for
various purposes, such as extracting a stream network (Murphy et al. 2008) or calculating wetness indices such as Topographic Wetness Index (TWI; Tarboton 1997) and Depth-to-water Index
(DTW; Murphy et al. 2007). Both above-mentioned wetness estimates have provided promising
results in boreal climate conditions (Murphy et al. 2009; Ågren et al. 2014).
This paper analyzes DEMs interpolated from high- and low-density airborne LiDAR data
to refine best practices related to the acquisition and processing of 3D point data for overland
flow routing within a forested catchment. The challenge and needs are global, but the Finnish
landscape offers a fitting setting for implementing this study in a cost-efficient way, as fairly good
information already exists on streams and man-made ditches, and detailed LiDAR point data are
publicly available.

2 Materials and methods
2.1 Materials
The NLS Finland, responsible for organizing laser scanning campaigns, hosting data, maintaining, and developing a nationwide ground elevation model, and sharing all spatial data to further
users with extensive usage permissions, implemented a high-density airborne LiDAR inventory
for 20 production areas in summer 2020. The catchment of lake Kovesjärvi (62°04´N 22°50´E),
covering approximately 20 km2 of land in one of the production areas (Fig. 1), was selected for
further investigation because the surrounding forestland is densely ditched, and the topography is
representative of the landscape in western Finland. In total, 220 km of streams and ditches within
this catchment have been digitized to the topographical database of Finland by the NLS (2021b).
The LiDAR inventory of Parkano production area was carried out in June 2020 by BSF
Swissphoto AG, using a RIEGL VQ-1560i scanner. Flight altitude was 1525 meters and mean
vertical error of observations should be less than 10 cm according to the data provider. The complete high-density (5 pulses m–2) LiDAR data are licensed and charged, but a thinned point data
(0.5 pulses m–2), which is comparable to previous nationwide inventories, is shared freely for
further users.
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Fig. 1. The coverage of high-density airborne LiDAR data after inventories in 2020. The study of improving stream
extraction and soil wetness mapping by increasing LiDAR data density was implemented in the catchment of lake Kovesjärvi (62°04´N, 22°50´E), which is located in Parkano municipality, roughly 240 km northwest of Helsinki, Finland.

2.2 Methods
The LiDAR point data were classified by the data provider into several classes, such as ground,
low vegetation, medium vegetation, and high vegetation points (NLS 2021a). A few classification
parameters were tested using the LidarGroundPointFilter tool of WhiteboxTools (WBT) version
1.4.0 (Lindsay 2020) by varying the search radius and slope thresholds, and repeating the following
workflow, but no improvement was observed compared to the classification made by the NLS. As
the same pre-classified data are available for any end-user, it is reasonable to utilize the original
data, as far as no significant upgrade can be found.
Different DEMs were generated from both low- and high-density LiDAR data using two
spatial resolutions (1.0 m, and 2.0 m) and three interpolation methods: TIN, IDW, and kriging,
by using the lidR package, version 3.1.2, developed by Roussel et al. (2020), with default interpolation parameters (Fig. 2). After these alternative interpolation methods were implemented, the
lakes were flattened due to low number of observations from water areas, and empty cells were
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Fig. 2. Workflow of generating a hydrologically conditioned DEM from a LiDAR-derived 3D point cloud. DEM conditioning was an essential part of this study of developing overland flow routing routines by using increased LiDAR
data density. Three alternative interpolation methods were tested for DEM processing. The aim is to remove local sinks
and depressions that prevent continuous modeling of overland water flow: pits are defined as single cells without any
downsloping neighbor and depressions as larger bowl-like features without a downslope direction. Pits and depressions may be artefacts or real, but in any case they need to be either filled or breached for creating a hydrologically
conditioned DEM. The open-source tools that were used in the study are named in parenthesis. TIN = Triangulated
Irregular Network. IDW = Inverse-distance Weighting. lidR = R package for airborne LiDAR data manipulation and
visualization for forestry applications, Version 3.1.2. WBT = WhiteboxTools, Version 1.4.0. GDAL = Geospatial Data
Abstraction Library.
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filled using rougher interpolation (in practice, this only concerns one tiny gravel excavation pit
situated in the area).
The functionality of overland flow routing was tested without any field-inventoried stream/
ditch data; thus, water flow paths follow elevation models – not necessarily towards or along
ditch network. DEM conditioning was implemented using a stepwise breaching-filling workflow
beginning from single cell pits to larger depressions, as suggested by Lindsay (2016), but optimizing the locations for breach paths using the least cost auxiliary topography method proposed by
Schwanghart and Kuhn (2010) and recommended by Lidberg et al. (2017). The BreachDepressionsLeastCost tool (Lindsay and Dhun 2015) of the WBT software finds all depressions and
identifies possible breach channels that could be carved through dam-like terrain structures. The
maximum search distance was set to 20 meters, which was long enough for finding all channels
through the widest main road of the study area. The depressions that remained unconditioned after
the breaching step were then filled.
When the hydrologically conditioned DEMs were achieved, subsequent stream networks
were computed using the D8FlowAccumulation (O’Callaghan and Mark 1984) and ExtractStreams tools of WBT. Four threshold areas were used for defining the minimum area required
to initiate and maintain a flow channel: 0.1, 0.2, 0.5, and 1.0 ha. The functionality of differently
produced DEMs was compared by calculating the overlapping area of the extracted streams and
the streams existing in the topological database of Finland, which is the best widely available
ground reference of stream/ditch network with quality based in international standards on map
accuracy (Jakobsson 2002; NLS 2021b). In addition, total 40 essential flow routes, 20 culverts,
and 20 ditches were manually selected from the study area to investigate how many of these flow
paths were correctly detected from different DEM versions.
Wetness indices were produced by first processing the MdInfFlowAccumulation tool
(Seibert and McGlynn 2007) of WBT and choosing the output as a specific catchment area (SCA;
Gallant and Hutchinson 2011). Also, the TWI was calculated using the WBT software tool WetnessIndex. Comparative TWI indices were examined pairwise by calculating the difference of two
raster layers with the same cell size. A kriging-derived wetness index was set as a reference level
for the comparisons due to the first results of this study and the support from earlier comparable
studies (Chu et al. 2014).

3 Results
Altogether 12 DEM versions were derived based on two point densities, two raster cell sizes, and
three interpolation methods (Table 1). Statistics of the DEM conditioning indicates the stepwise
breaching-filling technique worked better with high-density LiDAR, as more depressions were
conditioned by breaching instead of filling. As the average vertical changes show, an elevation
model needs significantly less manipulation when a breach path can be found instead of filling
depressions.
The overlap with a digitized stream network was slightly increased with high-density LiDAR,
but strict conclusions should not be drawn from the small differences in these percentages. However,
the differences were more clear and more affected by interpolation methods when the detection
performance was compared in 40 selected flow routes. Both IDW and kriging outperformed TIN
algorithm in overland flow routing when high-density LiDAR data were used. However, the choice
of DEM cell size did not greatly affect the performance of identification of water channel, brook,
or stream locations. A demonstration of mapped flow routes by interpolation and LiDAR point
density are shown in Supplementary files S1 and S2, available at https://doi.org/10.14214/sf.10557.
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TIN

1m
IDW

7
60%
55%
58%

55%
70%
63%

75%
80%
78%

Key flow paths found:
Culverts (n = 20)
Streams/ditches (n = 20)
Altogether (n = 40)
70%
55%
63%

70%
61%
48%
37%

Overlapped streams/ditches using different channelization thresholds:
0.1 ha
73%
73%
74%
70%
0.2 ha
63%
63%
64%
61%
0.5 ha
49%
50%
50%
48%
1.0 ha
38%
39%
38%
37%

75%
65%
70%

3.1%
–0.13
5.6%
0.48

TIN

2m
IDW

4.6%
–0.14
5.8%
0.45

1.1%
–0.12
4.9%
0.43

Kriging

Low-density airborne LiDAR

Share of remodeled raster cells in conditioned DEM:
Breached cells (>10 cm)
1.4%
1.1%
Mean breach depth [m]
–0.18
–0.11
Filled cells (>10 cm)
6.0%
5.9%
Mean filling height [m]
0.62
0.51

DEM cell size
Interpolation method

60%
55%
58%

71%
62%
49%
38%

4.5%
–0.14
5.1%
0.37

Kriging

75%
70%
73%

76%
67%
52%
39%

3.9 %
–0.12
3.4%
0.53

TIN

85%
85%
85%

76%
67%
53%
40%

3.1%
–0.11
5.6%
0.46

1m
IDW

85%
85%
85%

76%
67%
53%
40%

3.9%
–0.12
2.8%
0.44

Kriging

65%
80%
73%

72%
63%
50%
38%

6.3%
–0.16
6.4%
0.52

TIN

High-density airborne LiDAR

80%
90%
85%

72%
64%
50%
38%

5.8%
–0.16
5.6%
0.55

2m
IDW

85%
85%
85%

72%
64%
50%
38%

6.6%
–0.17
4.0%
0.35

Kriging

Table 1. Comparison of LiDAR data point densities, DEM cell sizes, and interpolation methods in overland flow routing, which are the main results of this study aiming at
improved stream extraction and soil wetness mapping within a forested catchment. In general, breaching leads to more realistic flow paths than filling, and the changes in
DEM are smaller on average with breaching. The more overlapping stream/ditch segments were found in the stream extraction, the better flow routing corresponds to the
topographical database maintained by the NLS (2021b). However, raster cell may affect flow accumulation, thus the overlaps should not be compared with different cell
sizes. Key flow paths were selected so that they were located along the main waterways and were divided roughly evenly within the catchment.
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Fig. 3. Comparing the effect of interpolation method (kriging vs. TIN) and LiDAR point density (high vs. low) on
Topographic Wetness Index (TWI), which was derived using improved overland flow routing routines developed in
this research article. On the left, the difference between TWIs calculated from kriging- and TIN-based elevation models
(high-density LiDAR in common). On the right, the respective comparison between high- and low-density LiDARderived TWIs (kriging in common). The color scale and symbology are the same in both figures. TWI index was clearly
more sensitive to data point density than to interpolation method. Red areas on the right illustrate areas were the TWI
computed from low-density LiDAR data was more than 10 units larger than the TWI computed from high-density LiDAR data. For example, the difference is very clear on a mire in the top left, as ditches were poorly recognized by lowdensity LiDAR, and the whole mire was filled in the DEM conditioning so that continuous flow routing was achieved.

Pairwise comparison of TWI indices (Fig. 3) shows the same observation as the previous
table, i.e., the interpolation method has a smaller effect on overland flow routing than LiDAR
point density. TWI indices that were calculated using the same data but different interpolation
differ much less from each other than TWI indices derived from the same interpolation (kriging)
but different point densities.

4 Discussion
As assumed, increased LiDAR point density improved overland flow routing due to increased detection of terrain structures. As earlier studies have indicated, kriging is a reliable DEM interpolation
method in overland flow routing but IDW worked equally well in this study area. Further studies
are needed for comparing kriging and IDW, although some experimental comparisons are available in Zimmermann et al. (1999). However, kriging-algorithm is very heavy and time-consuming
compared to IDW, which makes the faster IDW an interesting option in large areas.
Raster cells are key elements of elevation models, and the resolution itself can affect flow
accumulation (Ariza-Villaverde et al. 2015). The performance of different cell sizes can be compared
in the selected flow paths, which shows that in this study cell size options did not matter when
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high-density LiDAR data were applied. The larger cell size may be preferred in practical use, as
all the processing times are four times quicker when the DEM cell size is doubled.
A higher LiDAR point density significantly improves the accuracy of forest measurements
in stand-level forest inventory when point density is less than 1 m–2, but the improvement is moderate with higher pulse densities (Jakubowski et al. 2013). The increased point density enables
single-tree forest inventory (Hu et al. 2014), which may promote precision forestry applications,
i.e. land manager decision-making at detailed spatial scales (Holopainen et al. 2014; Melander
2021). However, a point density underneath forest canopy can be much lower than 5 m–2 on terrain level, which may influence on flow routing under dense vegetation. In any case, this study
can promote further precision forestry-related applications such as dynamic terrain trafficability
prediction (Salmivaara et al. 2020), spatially dynamic forest resource planning and management
(Mönkkönen et al. 2014), more detailed ditch maintenance planning in peatlands (Laurén et al.
2021), and carbon-optimized landscape management (Holmberg et al. 2021). From global perspective this research offers useful tools for mapping headwater streams and man-made ditches
(Ågren and Lidberg 2019).
In future, more programming is needed to improve water flow modeling in drained peatlands. As the ground water table is curvature between two parallel ditches (Laurén et al. 2021),
in practice, water flows towards ditches and not necessarily downslope on relatively flat areas.
However, current flow routing algorithms allow flow routing only downslope, but new machine
learning techniques could enable both the detection of ditch network and consideration of ground
water table in flow routing.

5 Conclusions
DEM-derived channel network is needed, for example, in watershed delineation, hydrological modeling, and natural resource management at detailed spatial scales. In a forested area, overland flow
routing can be improved with high-density airborne LiDAR data. The TIN method has commonly
been used in DEM interpolation, but this research clearly suggests that more sophisticated interpolation methods, such as kriging or IDW, unless they are computationally more time-demanding
than TIN, should be applied for achieving all the benefits that high-density LiDAR data can offer.
However, from this viewpoint, no reasons were found to decrease the DEM raster cell size from
2 meters, which is used, for example, in the Finnish nationwide elevation model.
The whole area of Finland will be covered by high-density LiDAR data within six years, so
this study contributes to a topical question of finding additional value and new practices for adapting
these data in environmental modeling. As all the algorithms used in the study are available from
open-source software, the utilization of LiDAR data is cost-effective for both science and business.
As high-density LiDAR data are becoming extensively available in following years, it is useful to
investigate what possibilities the data of new standards can give for forest resource management.

Supplementary files
S1.jpg; A demonstration of mapped streams by interpolation method, when high-density LiDAR
data was applied, “Map in jpg format”,
S2.jpg; A demonstration of mapped streams by interpolation method, when low-density LiDAR
data was applied, “Map in jpg format”,
available at https://doi.org/10.14214/sf.10557.
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